Vision idioms

At first _ _ _ _ _ _, it looks like a regular suitcase. But if you look closely, you’ll see it has a secret compartment.

How did you manage to see that from here? You must have eyes like a _ _ _ _ _ _. 

Sorry, I thought you were someone else. I’m as blind as a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

After the five hour journey from the airport, my hotel bed was a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for sore eyes.

People will be more likely to visit your website if you use an _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-catching picture on every page.

A. Do you have any similar idioms in your own language?

B. Rearrange the sentences

1. At first glance like a it first simple seems
2. mother My hawk like eyes a had
3. as blind Without as bat I’m a my glasses
4. were eyes for The cold sore drinks a sight
5. tshirt design has a very Your eye-catching

C. Replace the underlined part of the sentence with a suitable idiom

1. I like these plates, the design is quite visually interesting.
2. Can you read that? I have very bad eyesight.
3. Wow. You have very good eyesight, I can only see a red blur
4. At last, here is the bus. That’s something I’m really glad to see.
5. After just a quick look, the squares appear to be the same size

D. Discussion questions

How good is your eyesight?
Can you remember seeing something eye-catching?
What would be a sight for sore eyes at the moment?